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GASKAP: The Galactic ASKAP Survey 
Aim:  To study the evolution of the Milky Way and Magellanic Clouds through their 

interstellar gas and star formation

Survey of the Galactic plane and Magellanic System
HI 21 cm and OH 18 cm emission and absorption

More than an order of magnitude more sensitive than previous surveys
→ Working on developing plan for commensality during Pilot Phase 2

Dickey+ (2012)



GASKAP: The Galactic ASKAP Survey 

1. Introduction to CTA Science 1.1 Key Characteristics & Capabilities

• Extragalactic Survey (Chapter 8) – covering 1/4 of the sky to a depth of ⇠6 mCrab. No extragalac-
tic survey has ever been performed using IACTs, and the existing VHE surveys using ground-level
particle detectors [10, 11] have modest sensitivity, limited angular and energy resolution, and lim-
ited energy range. A 1000 hour CTA survey of such a region will reach the same sensitivity as the
decade long H.E.S.S. programme of inner Galaxy observations and will cover a solid angle ⇠40
times larger, providing a snapshot of activity in an unbiased sample of active galactic nuclei (AGN)
(see Figure 1.3).

• Galactic Plane Survey (GPS) (Chapter 6) – consisting of a deep survey (⇠2 mCrab) of the inner
galaxy and the Cygnus region, coupled with a somewhat shallower survey (⇠4 mCrab) of the entire
Galactic plane. For the typical luminosity of known Milky Way TeV sources of 1033�34 erg/s, the
CTA GPS will provide a distance reach of ⇠ 20 kpc, detecting essentially the entire population of
such objects in our galaxy and providing a large sample of objects one order of magnitude fainter.
The excellent angular resolution of CTA is critical here to avoid being limited by source confusion
rather than flux (see Figure 1.2).

• Survey of the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) (Chapter 7) – providing a face-on view of an entire
star-forming galaxy, resolving regions down to 20 pc in size with sensitivity down to luminosities of
⇠ 1034 erg/s. CTA aims to map the diffuse LMC emission as well as individual objects, providing
information on relativistic particle transport.

These surveys will establish the populations of VHE emitters in Galactic and extragalactic space, pro-
viding large enough samples of objects to understand source evolution and/or duty cycle. Data products
from the survey KSPs include catalogues and flux maps which will serve as valuable long term resources
to a wide community.

Some other KSPs are also effectively surveys due to the wide field of view. For example, a deep
observation of the Perseus Cluster is envisaged (see Chapter 13) providing a sample of low redshift
galaxies and with sensitivity to the low end of the luminosity function of active galaxies as well as to
diffuse emission associated with accelerated hadrons or dark matter annihilation.

The search for an annihilation signature of dark matter, throwing light on the nature of the dark matter
particles, is a key part of the CTA research programme. The prime targets are the Galactic Centre
(Chapter 5) and Milky Way satellite galaxies, but the surveys introduced above will probe concentrations
of dark matter in the LMC and Milky Way, providing complementary datasets. The strategy for dark
matter detection with CTA is introduced in Chapter 4.

Figure 1.2 – Top: simulated CTA image of the Galactic plane for the inner region, �80� < l < 80�, adopting
the proposed GPS KSP observation strategy and a source model incorporating both supernova remnant and
pulsar wind nebula populations, as well as diffuse emission. Bottom: a zoom of an example 20� region in
Galactic longitude.

Surveys will in general be conducted in a mode with telescopes co-pointed, but a divergent mode is also
possible and under consideration for the Extragalactic Survey, offering increased instantaneous field of
view (⇠ 20�

⇥ 20�) and survey depth at the expense of angular and energy resolution.

Cherenkov Telescope Array
Science with CTA
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The GASKAP Pilot Phase I
Galactic Plane (l=340) 
(HI 16 hrs, OH 8 hrs)

HI4PI data  v=-75 km/s
The far end of the bar?

Line of sight at longitude 345o

HI4PI data  v=+60 km/s
The far outer disk

Figure 1: The line of sight at ` = 345
o
. The left panel shows the nominal inner galaxy structure

(Churchwell et al. 2009, PASP 121, 213) along this line of sight, The right panels show the

distribution of HI emission from the HI4PI survey (Ben Bekhti et al. 2016, A&A 594, 116) at two

velocities: -75 km/s (near the end of the Galactic bar) and at +60 km/s, in the far outer Galaxy

(Rgal > 2R�).

line velocities corresponding to both features, as well as a few at outer galaxy velocities (vLSR > 0)

(Wenger et al 2019, ApJS 240,24). Thus fields at this longitude will sample star formation regions

in several structures distinct along the line of sight due to their velocities.

Apart from regions of intense star formation, where the high resolution HI data will be of

great use for combination with molecular lines and dust cloud images, the mid-latitude field will

be useful for statistical analysis similar to the GALFA survey data (Peek et al. 2018 ApJS 234:2),

including the very successful Rolling Hough Transform (Clark et al. 2015 PRL, 115, 241) that

provides a tracer for the magnetic field lines in the CNM. Another major benefit of high resolution

HI emission data is to calibrate the search for dark molecular gas (e.g. Stanimirovic et al 2014,

ApJ 793, 132).

A dramatic improvement in our ability to interpret HI emission structures comes from com-

parison with the GAIA DR2 (e.g. Lallement et al 2018, A&A 616, A132, Zucker et al., 2019,

Ap.J. 879, 125). The higher the angular resolution, the better the comparison with dust struc-

tures whose distances can now be measured with precision of 10 pc or less for distances of a few
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Collaboration with Gavin Rowell, Pilot field covers:
• HESSJ1646-458 (associated with Westerlund 1 cluster)
• HESSJ1641-463 (unidentified))



The GASKAP Pilot Phase I: 
Status Update

Galactic Plane (l=340) 
(HI 16 hrs, OH 8 hrs)

Galactic Centre
(HI 8 hrs, OH 8 hrs)

ATCA HI
McClure-Griffiths+ (2012)

SMC, Stream, and Bridge 
(HI 60 hrs)
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16 hrs HI observed
16 hr OH observed

8 hrs HI observed
16 hr OH observed

60 hrs Observed
SMC and Stream imaged

CASA imaging pipeline in place on OzStar, developed by Nick Pingel (HI Scientist)
4300 pix x 4300 pix x 210 channels, 20GB cube per HI field

~10 hrs on 5 CPUs with 20GB RAM

Pilot project with Down Under GeoSolutions (DUG) to create 
an imaging pipeline with Yandasoft



The GASKAP Pilot Phase I: 
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16 hrs HI observed
16 hr OH observed

8 hrs HI observed
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60 hrs Observed
SMC and Stream imaged

1. Absorption Spectra
2. Spectral Decomposition
3. Filaments
4. Turbulence  

HI Working Groups
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The GASKAP Pilot Phase I: 
SMC Observations
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The GASKAP Pilot Phase I: 
SMC Observations



The GASKAP Pilot Phase I: 
MW Foreground Observations
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The GASKAP Pilot Phase I: 
SMC Stream Observations
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The GASKAP Pilot Phase I: 
SMC Stream Observations



The GASKAP Pilot Phase II: 
100hr on LMC
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• 1 or 2 fields
• Include 30 Dor

Test commensality with 
WALLABY observing at Zoom2 

(2 km/s resolution) in the 
Galactic Plane 


